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ABSTRACT 
The use of local search algorithms for both polynomial-time solvable and NP-hard problems are discussed. Dual problems play an important role in establishing the global optimality in local search algorithms for polynomial-time solvable problems. However, finding the appropriate dual problem is not a straightforward task. For NP-hard problems, local search algorithms can be considered as a promising approach for their approximate solution, specially in conjunction with other approaches like greedy algorithms, probabilistic analysis, and parallel computation. The study also includes a survey of other approaches for handling NP-hard optimisation problems, as well as a case study with simulation experiments and statistical analyses on an NP-complete bipartite graph drawing problem. 
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1. Introduction. 
Combinatorial optimisation problems have long been of interest to 
mathematicians and computer scientists. Ever since the discovery of NP-complete 
problems and the methods of classification of problems into polynomial-time solvable 
and NP-hard problems, we have seen a rapid increase of research in the fields of 
combinatorial algorithms and computational complexity of algorithms. For 
polynomial-time solvable problems, research work continues on finding more efficient 
algorithms, both for general and special cases of the problems. For NP-hard 
problems, better exact and approximation algorithms are continuously being 
suggested, also for both general and special cases of the problems. 
Local search forms the basis of a class of algorithms for solving exactly or 
approximately combinatorial optimisation problems. Its basic structure is simple. We 
start with any feasible solution, and continuously move into another feasible but 
strictly better solution, until it is impossible to find an improvement. We thus reach a 
local optimum, whose cost hopefully is not very far from the cost of the global 
optimum. 
More formally, we have the following definitions. An instance of a 
combinatorial optimisation problem is a triple (G, S, c), where G represents the size 
of the problem instance, usually a graph G = (V, E); S is a finite set of solutions 
which is the union of two disjoint sets F and I, representing feasible and infeasible 
solutions, respectively; and c is a cost function of type 
c : S Real Numbers. 
The problem is to find efficiently an fQ in F for which the error 
e = c(fo)-minfe F[c(f)], 
is as small as possible. If the error e is zero, then fo is called a globally optimal 
solution (or a global optimum). 
C0902698A3A 
A neighbourhood N of a feasible solution f is a subset of the set of all solutions, 
not necessarily only the feasible ones. A neighbourhood N is polynomially sized if 
IN(f)l is a polynomial function of some relevant attribute of G, say IVI or lEI, for all f in 
F. A locally optimal solution is any solution obtained using the following general local 
search algorithm. 
LOCAL SEARCH (G, F, c, N): 
begin 
find an initial solution f € F; 
while there exists a solution t € (F nN(f)) 
such that c(t) is strictiy better than c(f) do 
f :=t ; 
return (f) 
end. 
Figure 1.1. The general local search algorithm. 
Naturally, we want a neighbourhood N that is strong in the sense that the 
probability of obtaining the globally optimal solution is high. Of course, N must be 
polynomially sized in order not to preempt the chance of obtaining a polynomial-time 
algorithm. 
It seems that for those problems, for which polynomial- time algorithms are 
known, there always is a local search algorithm with a polynomial sized neighbourhood 
that will find the global optimum [Solow, 1986]. This is not the case for NP-hard 
problems. However, there are problems for which a local search algorithm is still very 
useful. One approach is to apply a local search algorithm to several randomly selected 
initial feasible solutions. With this probabilistic approach, some of the local optima 
produced may actually have the same cost as the global optimum. A second approach is 
to use a local search algorithm only once, but instead of starting with a random initial 
feasible solution, we start with an initial feasible solution obtained by the greedy 
heuristic. The greedy algorithm is a strictiy polynomial-time algorithm which tries to 
build up a feasible solution from the beginning. It adds a component to the partial 
solution at each iteration. The term greedy comes from the manner in which each 
component is chosen. The algorithm always selects the next step of smallest cost. 
Hopefully, this approach provides a feasible solution that is not very far from the global 
optimum, and from which the local search algorithm can easily reach it. 
The objectives of this research are as follows: (1) to review literature related to 
local search and greedy heuristics; (2) to study local search as an exact algorithm for 
some polynomial-time solvable problems; and (3) to investigate local search as an 
approximation algorithm for some NP-hard problems. 
2. Polynomial-time solvable 
and NP-hard problems. 
In the analysis of the performance of algorithms, it is usual to divide all 
computable problems into two classes. One class contains all problems for which 
polynomial time algorithms are known, and the other contains all those problems for 
which no polynomial time algorithm exists that can be executed by a deterministic 
machine. If the best algorithm for the solution of a particular problem is exponential in 
nature, then only small instances of it can be solved in practice. However, there exists a 
class of problems that may admit only exponential algorithms, but for which one can 
formulate non-deterministic polynomial-time algorithms. This class is called NP and it 
also includes those problems that are solvable by deterministic polynomial-time 
algorithms (the class P). However, the important point is that it contains many problems 
for which no deterministic polynomial-time algorithms have been found. 
The question of whether there exists deterministic polynomial-time algorithms for 
all problems in NP, or more briefly, whether P is the same as NP, remains an important 
open question to date, for both theoretical and practical aspects of computing. Research 
in this area is extensive, and in the absence of evidence to their equality, we must 
assume that P is a proper subclass of NP. 
Within the class NP, there exists another important subclass, the class of NP-
complete problems, which could roughly be described as those problems which are as 
hard as any other problem in NP. If an efficient algorithm can be found for one of these 
NP-complete problems, then that can be used to construct deterministic polynomial-time 
algorithms for all of the other problems in NP, thus resolving the P = NP question 
[Karp, 1975]. No such algorithm has been found for a deterministic machine, and so 
research on better approximation algorithms continues. 
Any other problem which is at least as hard as the NP-complete problems belongs 
to the class of NP-hard problems. The following diagram illustrates these concepts, as 
presently understood. 
Figure 2.1. Some of the complexity classes of problems. 
The first problem shown to be NP-complete is the Satisfiability Problem. The 
question is whether or not a boolean expression in product-of-sums form is satisfiable, 
that is, if there exists a truth assignment on the variables and their complements, that 
would make the entire expression true. 
As an illustration, suppose we have the following boolean expression in product-
of-sums form. 
( X I V X 2 V '>'X3) A ( - ' X 2 V ~ X 3 ) A v X3) . 
This expression is satisfiable, as one possible assignment is x 1 = true, X2 = false, and 
X3 = true. 
A non-deterministic polynomial-time algorithm [Reingold, and others, 1977] for 
the Satisfiability Problem is as follows. 
SATISnABILITY (B): 
begin 
for i := 1 to n do 
Xj := select ({true, false}); 
if B(x) then return ('satisfiable') 
else return ('not satisfiable') 
end. 
Figure 2.2. A non-deterministic algorithm for Satisfiability. 
Hence, the Satisfiability Problem is in NP. Moreover, Cook in 1971 showed that 
this problem is NP-complete [see Garey and Johnson, 1979]. 
Other problems were soon proved to be NP-complete by the method of 
polynomial transformation. Roughly speaking, this method uses the fact that if a known 
NP-complete problem can be transformed in polynomial-time to an unclassified 
problem, then this unclassified problem is also NP-complete. This method can also be 
used for classifying problems in P. Later, a conjecture by Solow [1986?], which 
concerns an alternative method for determining polynomial-time solvable problems, and 
which employs the ideas of local search (Solow uses the term finite improvement) and 
duality, will be illustrated. 
Faced with an NP-hard optimisation problem, one has several options. If the 
situation requires the exact solution, one has at best clever exhaustive search techniques 
of backtrack and dynamic programming, but these techniques are still exponential in 
character. 
If, on the other hand, the situation only requires a reasonably good solution, one 
can make use of guaranteed approximation algorithms or greedy heuristics. Local search 
algorithms also tend to give a good solution efficiendy, although it could still be 
exponential in nature in the worst case. 
3. Duality in local search for some 
polynomial-time solvable problems. 
For some optimisation problems one can construct a different type of local search 
algorithm which uses a problem which is dual to the original problem for testing 
optimality. This procedure guarantees the global optimality of the solution. The dual 
problem must have certain properties. We consider some examples. 
3.1. Minimum weight spanning tree problem. 
The Minimum weight spanning tree problem (MST) is to find a spanning tree of 
minimum total weight in a given edge-weighted graph. 
Cost = 11 
Figure 3.1.1. Instance of MST problem and its solution. 
This problem has an application in the surveillance of networks. A spanning tree 
has exactly one path between any pair of vertices in the network, and the minimum 
weight of the tree guarantees a minimum cost of surveillance. In Statistics, this problem 
has also found an application in the design of clustering algorithms [Murtagh, 1985]. 
Moreover, this problem occurs as a subproblem in the approximate solution of many 
other optimisation problems. Figure 3.1.1 illustrates a graph instance with the minimum 
spanning tree emphasized. 
KRUSKAL MST (G = (V, E)): 
begin 
T : = 0 ; 
repeat 
edge := shortest edge that does not foim a cycle 
with edges akeady in T; 
T := T u {edge} 
until (ITI = IVI -1); 
return (T) 
end. 
Figure 3.1.2. Kruskal's algorithm for MST. 
PRIM MST (G = (V, E)): 
begin 
T : = 0; 
repeat 
edge := shortest edge between a vertex in T 
and a vertex not in T; 
T := T u {edge} 
until (ITI = IVI -1); 
return (T) 
end. 
Figure 3.1.3. Prim's algorithm for MST. 
Two well known algorithms for its solution [Kruskal, 1956 and Prim, 1957] use 
the greedy heuristic. They are shown in Figures 3.1.2 and 3.1.3. 
At any stage in the construction of the minimum spanning tree using Kruskal's 
algorithm, we have a forest of trees consisting of the shortest possible edges. In Prim's 
algorithm on the other hand, we always have at each iteration exactly one tree with the 
shortest possible edges. 
Although not as efficient as these two algorithms, a local search algorithm could 
be defined as follows. 
LOCAL SEARCH MST (G = (V, E)): begin 
T := any spanning tree; while possible do begin 
replace an edge e j in T by another edge e2 
not in T such that cost(e2) < cost(ei), 
and no cycles are formed in the new tree S; T :=S 
end; return (T) end. 
Figure 3.1.4. A local search algorithm for MST. 
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Figure 3.1.5. Movement in local search for MST. 
The set of feasible solutions contains all the spanning trees of the graph G, and 
the neighbourhood with respect to a spanning tree T is the set of subgraphs of G with 
IVI - 1 edges obtained by replacing an edge in T by another edge not in T. Figure 3.1.5 
shows the movement in local search from one feasible solution to another. 
An initial spanning tree may be obtained using a less restrictive variation of either 
Kruskal's or Prim's algorithm. Modifying Kruskal's algorithm for example, we 
continuously add any edge that does not form a cycle with edges already in the forest 
until we have IVI - 1 edges. 
The global optimality of the spanning tree obtained in the local search algorithm is 
guaranteed by the existence of a dual problem to the original minimum spanning tree 
problem [Solow, 1986?]. This dual problem is a maximization problem, and it has two 
useful properties in relation with the original or primal problem. Firsdy, for any feasible 
solution T of the primal problem P and any feasible solution S of the dual problem D we 
have costp(T) > cost£)(S). Secondly, when we reach a local optimum TQ for P through 
the local search, we could construct a feasible solution SQ for D which have the property 
that costp(To) = costD(So). This guarantees the optimality of both solutions Tq and Sq. 
We now define this dual problem for the minimum spanning tree problem. The 
set of feasible solutions of the dual problem is also the set of all spanning trees, and the 
cost function, which is to be maximized, is defined below. 
CostD(S) = S d((u,v)), (for all edges (u,v) in a spanning tree S), 
where 
d((u,v)) = 0, if (u,v) is an edge in S and there exists a pair of vertices x and 
y not adjacent in S such that the following two conditions 
hold: 
(1) the edge (u,v) is on the unique path in S between the 
vertices x and y; and 
(2) c((u,v)) > c((x,y)); 
= c((u,v)), otherwise. 
This is better seen in the following diagram which shows a spanning tree and the 
relationship between the vertices u, v, x and y. We assume that (x,y) is an edge in G 
and that c((u,v)) > c((x,y)). 
Figure 3.1.6. Computing the cost of a feasible solution in the dual of the MST Problem. 
The first condition is included to maintain the feasibility of the solution, that is, if 
we replace the edge (u,v) by the edge (x,y), we still have a spanning tree; while the 
second condition is included to improve the solution. 
An easier definition is now possible and is described as follows. 
CostD(S) = S c((u,v)), 
(for all edges (u,v) e S that are also in the minimum spanning tree Tq). 
Clearly, costp(T) > costE)(S) for any feasible solution T of P and any feasible 
solution S of D. Moreover, when we terminate the local search algorithm with a feasible 
solution TQ of P, we simply take SQ = TQ as the feasible solution for the dual problem, 
thus we have costp(To) = costoCSo) and thereby guaranteeing optimality. 
For some other polynomial-time solvable problems, an analogous method of 
solution using the concepts of local search and duality is possible. However, there is no 
generally applicable recipe for constructing the dual problems. 
3.2. Maximum cardinality matching in bipartite graphs. 
The Maximum cardinality matching problem in bipartite graphs (MCMB) is the 
problem of finding a set of vertex- disjoint edges (or a matching) of maximum 
cardinality in a given bipartite graph. This problem is related to the assignment problem. 
We could think of the two disjoint vertex subsets as representing workers and jobs, and 
an edge exists between workeri and jobj if workeri can perform jobj. The problem then 
is to assign the workers to the jobs so that the cost/benefit function is maximised. That 
means, as many jobs as possible are being done. The figure below shows two possible 
matchings of a bipartite graph, one of which (M2) is a maximum matching. 
w 
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Figure 3.2.1. Instance of MCMB and two possible matchings. 
The classical algorithm for this problem [Edmonds, 1965] is actually a local 
search algorithm. Before giving the algorithm, we have the following definition. An 
augmenting path with respect to a given matching M is a path P(M) whose edges are 
alternately in M, and whose terminal edges are not in M. For example, the path 
represented by the list of vertices (d,y,a,w) is an augmenting path with respect to Mj . 
The algorithm was actually designed by Edmonds to construct maximum cardinality 
matchings in general graphs. It is given in Figure 3.2.2. 
It is a local search algorithm for two reasons: (1) at any stage there is a feasible 
solution, that is, a matching of the graph G; and (2) the cost/benefit function IMI of a 
current matching M is improved at each iteration. 
MCM (G = (V, E)): begin M := any matching (possibly 0); while possible do begin 
find an augmenting path P(M); 
M := (M - P(M)) u (P(M) - M) 
end; retum (M) end. 
Figure 3.2.2. Algorithm for MCMB. 
Given a matching M and an augmenting path P(M), the set of edges M' = (M -
P(M)) u (P(M) - M) is also a matching. We prove this by contradiction. Suppose M' is 
not a matching. That means two edges e^ and e2 in M' share a vertex v. There are three 
cases to be considered. 
(1) The edges e^ and e2 could not both be in the set difference M - P(M), for 
otherwise they would also be in M. This is impossible since M is a matching. 
(2) They could not be in P(M) - M either since the edges in it are altemately not in M. 
(3) Finally, we cannot have the situation with e^ in (M - P(M)) and e2 in (P(M) - M). 
If that were the case then there would be a third edge e3, in M and in the 
augmenting path, which is also adjacent to ej. This is a contradiction since M is a 
matching. 
Thus, we have the result that M' is a matching. 
n (M - p( i i ) ) u (P(n) - M) 
Cost = 2 Cost = 3 
P(n) = 
Figure 3.2.3. Movement in local search for MCMB. 
An improvement occurs at each iteration by noting the fact that IM'I = IMI + 1. 
This is so because the augmenting path P(M) has an odd number of edges, k of which 
belong to the old matching M, and k + 1 of which will belong to the new matching M'. 
Figure 3.2.3 shows an example of the improvement of a feasible solution with the use 
of an augmenting path. 
The dual problem to MCMB which guarantees the optimality of the matching 
produced in the local search algorithm is the Minimum Vertex Cover Problem (MVC). 
In this problem, we are to find the smallest possible subset C of vertices in a given 
graph G = (V, E) such that all edges in E have at least one endpoint in C. As in the 
Minimum Weight Spanning Tree Problem, this dual problem occurs in the 
surveillance of networks, as the solution covers all the lines of communication. 
We use the same bipartite graph as in the primal problem MCMB. The finite set 
of feasible solutions contains all possible vertex covers of G and the cost of a feasible 
solution is costD(C) = ICI. 
The primal and dual problems satisfy weak duality. This means that for any 
matching M and any vertex cover C of the bipartite graph G, costp(M) = IMI < 
costj)(C) = ICI. This is so because for any matching M it is necessary to have at least 
IMI vertices in a vertex cover, one vertex from each edge in M to cover that edge. 
Moreover, when the local search algorithm for MCMB terminates with a 
matching MQ, we could construct a vertex cover CQ such that IMQI = ICQI [Bondy and 
Murty, 1976]. 
Since G is a bipartite graph, we could partition the vertex set V into two disjoint 
subsets L and R. A vertex v is saturated with respect to a matching M if v is an 
endpoint in some edge in M and unsaturated otherwise. An alternating path with 
respect to a matching M is a path where the edges are altemately in M. 
Now we outline a method for constructing an optimal solution of the dual 
problem. Given a locally optimal matching MQ of G = (L u R, E), denote by UL the 
set of Mo-unsaturated vertices in L, and let A be the set of vertices in the MQ-
altemating paths starting from vertices in UL. Let S = A n L, and let T = A n R. Note 
that the neighbourhood set of vertices in S, defined as 
G(S) = {v I (u,v) e E and u G S}, 
is the set T. This is because every vertex in G(S) is connected to a vertex u in S by an 
Mo-altemating path. Furthermore, if we let CQ = (L - S) U T, every edge of G must 
have at least one of its endpoints in CQ. Thus CQ is a vertex cover with the property 
that IMQI = ICQI. Hence, along with the weak duality property, MQ is a maximum 
matching and CQ is a minimum vertex cover. 
MQ = ( c , z ) . ( d . y ) ) 
U L = (b) 
A = {b, y , d , z, c) 
S = (b. c, d} 
T = {y, z) 
Cn = (a , y . z) 
Figure 3.2.4. Construction of the vertex cover CQ. 
For the maximum cardinality matching problem in non-bipartite graphs, a 
generalization of the dual problem is necessary. 
An odd-set vertex cover C is a set of subsets VJ of V, each of which has odd 
cardinality, and every edge in E is covered by at least one VJ in C. The subsets VJ 
have the following properties. If IVil = 1, then Vi covers all edges incident to the 
vertex in it. If IVjl > 1, then it covers all edges of which both endpoints are in Vi. 
The feasible solutions in this dual problem are all possible odd-set vertex covers 
of G, and the cost of a feasible solution is 
costD(C) = L capacity (VI), (for all V̂  € C), 
where 
capacity (Vi) = 1, iflVil = l; 
= r, iflVil = 2 r + l > 3 . 
The problem is to find an odd-set vertex cover with minimum cost. Lawler 
[1976] shows that for any matching M and any odd-set vertex cover C, IMI < 
costD(C). Furthermore, he shows that when the local search algorithm terminates with 
a matching MQ, it is also possible to construct an odd-set vertex cover CQ such that IMI 
= costD(Co). The figure below shows an instance where such a condition holds. 
jj M = { ( b , c ) . ( d , e ) ) , IMI = 2 
C = c o s t p ( C ) = 2 
Figure 3.2.5. A non-bipartite matching and an odd-set vertex cover. 
3.3. Maximum network flow problem. 
Given a directed graph G = (V, A) with positive integral arc capacities Cy for all 
arcs (i,j) in A, a source vertex s, and a terminal vertex t both in V, a flow is a function 
of type f : A Positive Integers, such that 0 < fy < Cy, and 
E j f j i - Z j f y = -V, i f i = s 
V, i f i = t 
0, i f i ^ s , t. 
That is, the first condition states that the flow in each arc cannot exceed the 
capacity in that arc, and the second condition states that for all vertices other than s or t, 
the sum of the flows coming in is equal to the sum of the flows going out. The 
Maximum Flow Problem (MF) is to find a flow such that the value v is maximized. The 
solution of this problem has its applications in the coordination between suppliers and 
consumers of a particular commodity. A different formulation would allow the 
decomposition of a network in order to indentify trouble spots such as bottlenecks. 
As opposed to the previous problems, this problem has in general an infinite 
number of feasible solutions since fractional values may be admissible. However, we 
only restrict our attention to integral valued feasible solutions. Therefore, the number of 
feasible solutions is bounded. 
We now define an augmenting path for network flows which we require for the 
definition of a local search algorithm for the problem. A flow augmenting path with 
respect to a given flow f is an undirected path P from s to t such that fy < Cy for each 
forward arc in P, and fy > 0 for each backward arc in P. 
A local search algorithm which employs this concept of flow augmenting paths is 
given in Figure 3.3.1. 
MF (G = (V, E), C, s, t): begin f := any feasible flow; 
V := Ej fjt; 
while possible do 
begin P := a flow augmenting path with respect to f; 
d:= minfor all arcs ( i j )eP 
[Cij - fy, if (i,j) is a forward arc, 
^j, if (i,j) is a backward arc]; 




for all backward arcs (i,j) in P do 
V := fjt; 
f y : = f y - d ; 
Figure 3.3.1. Algorithm for the maximum flow problem. 
Clearly, we have a feasible solution at each iteration and that the cost v is 
continuously being improved until termination of the algorithm. An example to illustrate 
this algorithm is shown in Figure 3.3.2. 
The dual problem to MF which guarantees the optimality of the solution given by 
the local search algorithm is the minimum cut problem (MC). In this problem we are 
given a directed weighted graph G = (V, A) and we are to partition the vertex set V into 
two disjoint subsets S and T such that the sum of the arcs directed from S to T in the 
resulting bipartite subgraph is minimum. 
As a dual problem to MF, we consider the same directed graph and the capacities of 
the arcs as their weights. 
Initial solution (value = 1) 
2(1) 
1(0) 
First improvement (value = 3) 
a o / ^ X c 2(1) 
1(0) 
Second improvement (value = 4) 
^ 2(1) ^ 
1(1) 
Third improvement and optimal solution (value = 5) 
^ 2 ( 1 ) ^ ^ 
4 ( 4 ) 
1(1) 
Figure 3.3.2. Movement in local search for the maximum flow 
problem (arc flows are in parentheses). 
Furthermore, we add the restriction that the start vertex s and the terminal vertex t 
must be in the subsets S and T, respectively. 
Clearly, there are a finite number of feasible solutions in the dual problem. Equally 
important, however, are the properties of weak duality and the equality of the optimal 
solutions of the primal and dual problems. 
We first show that for all feasible flows f and all feasible cutsets c, 
Cost(f) = V < Cost(c) = EE Cij (i G S, j G T). 
From the law of conservation constraint in MF, 
^i e S j fij - ^ j fji) = V, since t cannot be in S. 
However, Z i^sC^^ j f i j -^ j f j i ) 
= ^i e S j e S fy + e T fy - j G S fji - ^ j G T fji) 
= ^ i e S G S (fij - fji) + ^iG S G T (fij - fji) 
V = ^ G S G T (fij" fji)» since the first term vanishes. 
Furthermore, fy < Cjj and fjj > 0, thus, 
v = Cost(f) 
^^iG S^jG TCij = Cost(c), 
and thereby establishing the weak duality property. 
Moreover, when the local search algorithm terminates with a feasible flow f, it is 
easy to construct a feasible cutset such that equality holds. We merely assign in the 
subset S the start vertex s and all other vertices reachable by a flow augmenting subpath 
originating from s. The remaining vertices are assigned to the subset T. Clearly, t 
cannot be in the subset S, for otherwise, a better flow exists and the local search 
algorithm would find it. 
A recursive definition of the optimal cutset (S,T) is shown in Figure 3.3.3. 
OPTIMAL CUTSET (S, T) = 
SG S; 
if i G S and there exists a j such that fy < cy then j G S; 
if i G S and there exists a j such that ij{ > 0 then j G S. 
T : = V - S . 
Figure 3.3.3. Construction of a cutset from a flow. 
The figure below illustrates the optimal cutset associated with our previous 
example. 
S T 
Co3t(c) = 5 
Figure 3.3.4. Minimum cutset for the given MF instance. 
4. Approaches for handling NP-complete 
optimisation problems. 
The solution of some NP-complete optimisation problems have great practical 
significance and hence, some efficient methods, whether exactly or approximately, are 
desirable. Even if an NP-complete problem only has direct theoretical significance, an 
algorithm for its solution can still be very useful as a tool in the solution for other more 
practical optimisation problems. 
4.1. Intelligent exhaustive search techniques. 
There are several general approaches in handling NP-complete problems. Firstly, 
if one needs an exact solution for all instances of a given problem, there are exhaustive 
search techniques like branch-and-bound algorithms and dynamic programming. Both 
techniques are essentially clever ways of avoiding complete enumeration of all the 
feasible solutions of an instance of a problem but they still have an exponential 
complexity. 
Branch-and-bound programming deals with a problem by partitioning the solution 
space into mutually exclusive and exhaustive subsets, and computing a lower bound for 
each of these subsets. The process of branching can be seen as growing a tree with the 
root vertex as a problem related to the original one, and the descendant vertices as the 
same problem with additional constraints. With this process, one eventually reaches the 
leaves of the tree that are either feasible solutions or infeasible problems. 
The equally important process of bounding makes the tree manageable in size by 
making use of the lower bounds associated with each vertex. If we are considering to 
branch from a vertex with a lower bound that is greater than or equal to the cost of the 
best feasible solution known so far, then we might as well ignore that vertex as any 
branch from a vertex with a lower bound that is greater than or equal to the cost of the best 
feasible solution known so far, then we might as well ignore that vertex as any feasible 
solution descending from it would always be worse than the known feasible solution. This 
vertex now becomes a leaf in the tree. Thus, the cost of the best feasible solution known so 
far acts as a lower bound for the cost of the optimal solution. This bound is updated if one 
finds a feasible solution that has a cost better than the previously known one. 
The algorithm terminates when all the leaves of the tree are either feasible solutions, 
infeasible problems, or ignored problems due to bounding. The optimal solution is of 
course the feasible solution which has the current lower bound. 
As an example of a branch-and-bound algorithm, we consider the Traveling Salesman 
Problem (TSP). In this problem, we are given a complete directed graph with weighted 
arcs, and we are to find a tour (or a circuit) passing through all the vertices exactly once in 
such a way that the sum of the arcs in the tour is minimized. 
A simple (but not the most efficient) branch-and-bound algorithm is to consider the 
branching process as that of including and excluding permanently in the tour a given arc 
[Mehlhom, 1984]. This can be accomplished by setting some of the elements in the distance 
matrix to infinity. Since the traveling salesman tour must enter and leave each vertex exactly 
once, a lower bound for the cost of a tour on a given distance matrix D = [dy] is as follows. 
For notational convenience, the vertices are numbered l..n. 
LB(Dk) = (minj^idy + minj^ dji) /2 . 
Suppose we have the initial distance matrix below. 
D = 
1. 2. 3. 4. 
1. 00 1 2 3 
2. 4 00 3 1 
3. 1 2 00 4 
4. 3 3 4 00 
Figure 4.1.1. An instance of TSP. 
From this initial problem, we branch into two mutually exclusive and exhaustive 
problems Dj and D2, defined by an arc, say (1,2), being included or excluded in the tour. 
For Dj, where the arc (1,2) is forced to be included in the tour, we set di3, di4, d32, 
642 and d2i to infinity as the arcs represented by these costs would never be used in the 
tour. For D2, where the arc (1,2) is forced to be excluded from the tour, we set di2 to 
infinity. 
Di (1,2) D2' -(1,2) 
1. 2. 3. 4. 1. 2. 3. 4. 
1. 00 1 00 00 00 00 2 3 
2. 00 00 3 1 4 00 3 1 
3. 1 00 00 4 1 2 00 4 
4. 3 00 4 00 3 3 4 00 
LB(Di) = 6.0 B(D2) = 6.5 
Figure 4.1.2. Branch vertices from D. 
From Di, we further branch into D3 and D4, using the arc (2,4) as the next arc to 
consider. This results to two feasible tours as shown in Figure 4.1.3. 
Although we now have two feasible tours, and hence a useful lower bound on the 
cost of a tour, namely LB(D3) = 7.0, we must still branch from D2 since its lower bound is 
still below 7.0. We consider the arc (1,3) in branching from D2, creating D5 and D5 as 
shown in Figure 4.1.4. 
D3 (2,4) D4' -(2,4) 
1 . 2 . 3. 4. 1 . 2 . 3. 4. 
1 . 00 1 0 0 00 00 1 CO 0 0 
2 . 00 00 0 0 1 00 00 3 0 0 
3. 1 00 00 00 00 00 0 0 4 
4. 00 CO 4 00 3 00 CO 00 
LB(D3) = 7.0 LB(D4) = 11.0 
tour = (1,2,4,3,1) tour = (1,2,3,4,1) 
Figure 4.1.3. Branch vertices from Dj. 
D5 (1,3) De "(1,3) 
1. 2. 3. 4. 1. 2. 3. 4. 
1. CO 0 0 2 00 0 0 0 0 00 3 
2. 4 0 0 00 1 4 0 0 3 CO 
3. 00 2 00 4 1 2 00 0 0 
4. 3 3 00 00 0 0 3 4 CO 
LB(D5) = = 8 . 0 LB(D6) = 9.5 
Figure 4.1.4. Branch vertices from D2. 
D 
- ( 1 . 2 ) 
B3 D4 Dg Dg 
LB = 7.0 LB = 11.0 LB = 8.0 LB = 9. 5 
feasible solutions infeasible solutions 
but LB's ^ 7.0 
D3 represents opt tour 
Figure 4.1.5. Search tree for the 4-vertex TSP instance D. 
At this point we could stop since we know that all feasible tours arising from these 
instances cannot be better than the tour represented by D3. Hence, (1,2,4,3,1) is the optimal 
tour with cost equal to 7.0. 
More efficient branch-and-bound algorithms for the TSP can be found in 
[Papadimitriou and Steiglitz, 1982]. 
Dynamic programming is a class of methods which operates on the principle of 
optimality which states that the completion of an optimal sequence of decisions must be 
optimal [Papadimitriou and Steiglitz, 1982]. Thus, one works with a recurrence relation 
associated with the problem and obtains the optimal solution by going through the 
recurrence relation in a backward process. 
We illustrate these concepts using the Traveling Salesman Problem as an example. 
Without loss of generality, we could always start a tour from the first vertex. A recurrence 
relation is given below [Mehlhom, 1984] which if solved would yield the optimal tour. For 
S a subset of {2,3v.n} and i an element in S, let C(S, i) be the cost of a shortest path which 
starts in the first vertex, passes through all and only those vertices in S, and terminates in 
vertex i. Then 
C({i}, i) = dii, for all i, 2 < i < n, and 
C(S, i) = minj ^ (s - {i}) [C(S - {i}, j) + djj . 
The first equation is easily derived and the second can be shown to be true by 
assuming that one has to pass through vertex j just before terminating in vertex i. Then 
C(S, j , i ) = C(S- {i},j) + dji. 
We then obtain C(S, i) by going through all possible j in S - {i) and taking the 
minimum of these costs. 
The length of the optimal tour can be expressed as 
minje (2,3...n} [C({2,3,..n}, j) + dji], 
and the tour itself can be obtained by storing along with C(S, i) the value of j which defines 
C(S, i). As a concrete example, we consider the same TSP instance as shown in Figure 
4.1.1. The derivations for the C(S, i) are shown below. 
C({2},2) = d i 2 = L (j = l) 
C({3),3) = di3 = 2. (j = l) 
C({4},4) = di4 = 3. (j = l) 
C({2,3}, 2) = C({3}, 3) + d32 = 2 + 2 = 4. (j = 3) 
C({2,3}, 3) = C({2), 2) + d23 = 1 + 3 = 4. (j = 2) 
C({2,4}, 2) = C({4}, 4) + d42 = 3 + 3 = 6. (j = 4) 
C({2,4), 4) = C({2}, 2) + d24 = 1 + 1 = 2. (j = 2) 
C({3,4}, 3) = C({3}, 3) + d34 = 2 + 4 = 6. (j = 3) 
C({3,4}, 4) = C({4}, 4) + d43 = 3 + 4 = 7. (j = 4) 
C({2,3,4}, 2)=minj^ {3,4) [C({3,4},j) + dj2] 
= min [6 + 2, 7 + 3] = 8. (j = 3) 
C({2,3,4), 3)=minj^ (2,4) [C({2,4},j) + dj3] 
= min [6 + 3, 2 + 4] = 6. (j = 4) 
C({2,3,4}, 4)=minje {2,3} [C({2,3},j) + dj4] 
= min [4 + 1, 4 + 4] = 5. (j = 2) 
Cost of optimal tour 
= {2,3,4} [C({2,3,4},j) + dji] 
= min [8 + 4, 6 + 1, 5 + 3] = 7, (j = 3) 
Optimal tour = reverse (1,3,4,2,1) = (1,2,4,3,1). 
Figure 4.1.6. Dynamic programming execution for an instance of TSP. 
Both branch-and-bound and dynamic programming are exponential in complexity 
when applied to NP-complete optimisation problems, but they still may be much more 
efficient than the complete enumeration algorithms. 
4.2. Approximation algorithms. 
If one is allowed some leniency in the quality of the solution and if the approximate 
solution must be obtained in polynomial time, then one has the approach of approximation 
algorithms for handling NP-complete optimisation problems [Johnson, 1974]. 
Approximation algorithms are characterized by their use of greedy heuristics. We have 
akeady seen greedy heuristics as applied to the minimum weight spanning tree problem, 
and a similar line of approach can lead to fairly good approximate solutions to NP-complete 
optimisation problems. 
Moreover, when we come to local search algorithms, it is sometimes necessary to 
have a good initial feasible solution, and approximation algorithms serve this purpose. 
We now look into a number of approximation algorithms for a restricted (but still 
NP-complete) version of the traveling salesman problem. These restrictions are (1) the 
distance matrix is symmetric, that is, dy = dji for all vertices i, j; (2) the distances are non-
negative, that is djj > 0 for all vertices i, j; and (3) the triangle inequality rule holds, that 
is, djj + djk > d^ for all vertices i, j, and k. The third restriction is readily satisfied if the 
distance matrix is induced by a metric, say the Euclidean or the town metric, or the 
distance matrix is replaced by the matrix of shortest paths. We include these restrictions so 
as to have error bounds on the quality of the produced approximate solutions 
[Rosenkrantz and others, 1977]. 
The first approximation algorithm is the nearest neighbour algorithm and is 
described in Figure 4.2.1. 
NEAREST NEIGHBOUR (IVI, D): begin u := an arbitrary vertex; T := (u); while (ITI ^ IVI) do begin V := a vertex not in T that is nearest to u; T := append (T, (v)); u := V end; 
T := append (T, (head (T))); 
return (T) 
end. 
Figure 4.2.1. Nearest neighbour approximation algorithm for TSP. 
A useful measure for the performance of an approximation algorithm is the worst-
case ratio of the costs of the approximate and the exact solution. For the nearest neighbour 
(NN) approximation algorithm on a graph of n vertices, it can be shown that this ratio is 
cost (NN tour) / cost (opt tour) < r(log2 n) + l1 / 2, 
where 1x1 is the smallest integer greater than or equal to x. 
This performance bound does not seem to be very attractive because it is a function of 
the size of the problem instance. Fortunately, other approximation algorithms exist with a 
constant bound. 
Several such approximation algorithms use insertion heuristics. These algorithms 
begin with a tour on a single vertex, and iteratively insert more vertices into the tour until all 
the vertices are included. We define a subtour as a tour on a subset of the vertex set. For 
completeness, a single vertex is also considered to be a tour with no edges. A two-vertex 
tour on the vertices u and v is the tour consisting of the edges (u,v) and (v,u). Given a 
subtour T and a vertex k not in T, we define INSERT(T, k) as follows. 
INSERT (T, k): 
begin 
find an edge (u,v) € T which minimizes 
^uk + ^kv - ̂ uv» 
T := T u {(u,k), (k,v)} - {(u,v)}; 
return (T) 
end. 
Figure 4.2.2. Algorithm for inserting a new vertex in a subtour. 
The insertion methods have the following general algorithm. 
GENERAL INSERTION (V, D): begin 
Ti := an arbitrary vertex in V; 
for i := 1 to (n -1) do begin 
Uj := a vertex in (V - Tj); 
Ti^l INSERT (Tj, Ui) 
end; return (Tn) 
end. 
Figure 4.2.3. General insertion algorithm for TSP. 
The criteria for the selection of which vertex Ui to insert next in the subtour gives us 
the specific insertion algorithms. For a subtour T and a vertex w, define dist(T, w) as 
miny g J [dy^]. The nearest insertion algorithm is that in which the uj satisfify 
dist(T, Ui) = minv e (v - T) [(iist(T, v)]. 
Analogously, we obtain the farthest insertion algorithm if the Uj satisfy 
dist(T, Ui) = maxy e (V - T) [iiist(T, v)]. 
This insertion algorithm has its basis on the idea that we should first obtain the outline 
of the tour before plugging in the details. The short edges added to the tour in the later 
iterations would then be less likely removed. 
Still another insertion algorithm works on the function diff(T, w) defined as 
cost(insert(T, w)) - cost(T). The cheapest insertion algorithm is where the Ui satisfy 
diff(T, Ui) = minv e (v - T) Wiff(T, v)]. 
Finally, we have the random insertion algorithm where the Ui are chosen randomly 
from (V - Ti). Naturally, this approximation algorithm has the advantage of having a lower 
time complexity than the other insertion methods. 
In general, the performance bound of an insertion method (GI) is 
cost (GI tour) / cost (opt tour) < riog2 nl + 1. 
However, if the selection criteria is either nearest insertion (NI) or cheapest insertion 
(CI), then the bound is significantly improved. 
cost (NI or CI tour) / cost (opt tour) < 2. 
Related to the nearest insertion algorithm is the nearest addition heuristic. The 
algorithm is presented as follows. 
NEAREST ADDITION (V, D): 
begin 
T := an arbitrary vertex in V; 
for i := 1 to (n - 1) do 
begin 
find vertices u G T and v € (V - T) such that 
duv = min^ e T, x e (V - T) [^wxli 





Figure 4.2.4. Nearest addition heuristic for TSP. 
Another approximation algorithm is the nearest merger heuristic. Initially, all the 
vertices are considered as disjoint 1-vertex subtours. Then we keep merging the two nearest 
subtours into a single subtour until we have a single tour consisting of all the vertices. More 
formally, given two subtours T^ and T2, we define a function MERGE(Ti, T2) which 
returns a new subtour consisting of the vertices in T^ and T2. 
MERGE (Ti, T2): 
begin 
if (Tj = u and T2 = v) then 
T := the 2-vertex subtour consisting of 
the 2 edges (u,v) and (v,u) 
else if (Ti has only one vertex u) then 
T := INSERT (T2, u) 
else if (T2 has only one vertex v) then 
T := INSERT (Ti, v) 
else begin 
find edges (u,v) e Tj, and (w,x) g T2 such that 
^uw ^vx - i^uv" ^wx is minimized; 




Figure 4.2.5. Merge function for merging two subtours. 
The nearest merger approximation algorithm is presented in Figure 4.2.6. Still 
another approximation algorithm for the traveling salesman problem employs the minimum 
spanning tree algorithm to construct a tour. The algorithm is shown in Figure 4.2.7. 
NEAREST MERGER (V, D): 
begin 
(* aU vertices are 1-vertex subtours *) 
(* C denotes the collection of subtours *) 
C:={l,2,..IVi}; 
for i := 2 to n do begin 
find an edge (u,v) such that 
duv = minw and x in different subtours [d^x]' 
TI := the subtour where u belongs; 
T2 := the subtour where v belongs; 
C := C - TI - T2 + MERGE (TI, T2) 
end; 
T := the single tour in C; 
return (T) 
end. 
Figure 4.2.6. The nearest merger heuristic for the TSP. 
MST2 (V, D): 
begin 
find the MST of the complete ^aph induced by (V, D); 
duplicate the (n -1) edges in this tree and convert the 2n - 2 resulting edges 
into directed arcs going in opposite directions; 
starting with an arbitrary vertex, follow the arcs to obtain a tour, 
using shortcuts where necessary to avoid repeating a vertex; 
return (the resulting tour) 
end. 
Figure 4.2.7. Twice around the minimum spanning tree heuristic for the TSP. 
This algorithm (MST2), along with the nearest addition (NA) and nearest merger 
(NM) heuristics, has a constant error bound. 
cost (MST2 or NA or NM tour) / cost (opt tour) < 2. 
This is easily seen for the MST2 heuristic, as the cost of the minimum spanning tree 
cannot exceed the cost of the optimal tour. If it were the case, then a shorter spanning tree 
can be obtained by simply deleting any edge in the optimal tour. By duplicating the edges 
and with the triangle inequality constraint, we obtain the error bound. 
When we duplicate the edges in the minimum spanning tree, we actually induce an 
Eulerian graph, that is, a graph where all the vertex degrees are even. The tour is then 
constructed by following an Eulerian tour, that is a tour which passes through all the edges 
exacdy once, and using shortcuts to visit every vertex only once. Given an Eulerian graph, 
one could easily construct an Eulerian tour in polynomial time. An algorithm is shown in 
Figure 4.2.8 to construct an Eulerian tour given a connected Eulerian graph [Christofides, 
1975]. 
EULERIAN TOUR (G: connected Eulerian graph): 
begin 
T := an arbitrary vertex; 
while (there are edges in G not yet in the tour) do 
begin 
find a subtour consisting of edges not yet in T 
and containing a vertex v in T; 




Figure 4.2.8. Algorithm to construct an Eulerian tour. 
Find a subtour means to carry out a traversal until returning to the starting point. The 
starting point could be any vertex with unused edges and which is already on the partial 
tour. 
Christofides made use of the polynomial-time minimum weight matching algorithm to 
obtain a shorter Eulerian graph than that obtained by doubling every edge in the minimum 
spanning tree [see Garey and Johnson, 1979]. His algorithm is shown in Figure 4.2.9. D is 
the cost matrix of the complete graph with vertex set V. 
CHRISTOFIDES (V, D): 
begin 
find the MST of the complete graph induced by (V, D); 
Vi := the set of vertices in V with odd degree with repect to the MST; 
(* IVil is even *) 
MM := the minimum weight perfect matching of the complete subgraph 
induced by Vi; 
E:=MST + MM; 
(* E is an Eulerian graph *) 
starting with an arbitrary vertex, construct an Eulerian tour; 
convert the Eulerian tour into a TSP tour by introducing shortcuts 
as in the MST2 algorithm; 
retum (the resulting tour) 
end. 
Figure 4.2.9. Christofides' heuristic for the TSP. 
Christofides' algorithm (CH) has the smallest worst case error bound among all 
known approximation algorithms for the TSP. 
cost(CH tour) / cost(opt tour) < 1.5. 
To see this, we note that a tour on only the vertices of odd degree (an odd vertices 
tour) has a cost not greater than the cost of a tour on all the vertices. That is, 
cost(odd vertices tour) < cost(opt tour). 
Furthermore, since there is an even number of vertices of odd degree, two perfect 
matchings are easily obtained from the odd vertices tour by going through the tour and 
alternately assigning the edges to the two matchings as they are encountered. The cheaper of 
these two matchings can be the minimum weight perfect matching (MM), and the cost of 
this matching cannot be greater than half the cost of the odd vertices tour, because the two 
perfect matchings have an equal number of edges. We have 
cost (MM) < (0.5) cost (odd vertices tour), 
and hence, 
cost (MM) < (0.5) cost (opt tour). 
We know that 
cost (MST) < cost (opt tour), 
and 
cost (Eulerian tour) = cost (MST) + cost (MM), 
thus, 
cost (Eulerian tour) < (1.5) cost (opt tour). 
By shortcuts and the triangle inequality constraint, 
cost (CH tour) < cost (Eulerian tour), 
and this brings us the result 
cost (CH tour) / cost (opt tour) < 1.5. 
Other NP-complete problems do not share this desirable property of having a known 
approximation algorithm with a constant performance guarantee. In fact, this has led some 
researchers to define an intemal ranking for the NP-complete problems using this guarantee 
as a measure. 
For the Graph Colouring Problem (GC) there are no known approximation 
algorithms with a constant performance guarantee. The performance bound depends on the 
size of the graph. A feasible colouring of a graph G = (V, E) is a function colour of type 
colour : V -> {1, 2,...}, 
from the vertex set into the integers representing colours with the restriction that if (u,v) is 
an edge in E, then colour(u) ^ colour(v). The problem is to find for a given arbitrary graph 
a colouring which uses the minimum number of colours. This problem arises for example 
in the design of timetables where one wishes to minimize the number of time slots subject to 
the constraint that there should be no conflicts, or in the storage of pairwise dangerous 
chemicals where one wishes to minimize the number of compartments to be used in such a 
way that no two chemicals which may react are placed in the same compartment. 
A simple heuristic for this problem is used in the class of sequential colouring 
algorithms [Matula and others, 1972], shown in Figure 4.2.10. 
SEQUENTIAL COLOURING (G = (V, E)): 
begin 
order the vertices in V in some manner (vi,v2,..vn); 
for i := 1 to n do 
colour vi with the smallest possible colour 
while maintaining a feasible colouring in the subgraph 
induced by {vi,v2,..vi); 
end. 
Figure 4.2.10. Sequential colouring heuristic. 
Algorithms based on this heuristic may use arbitrarily many colours as compared with 
the optimal solution. This can be seen if we consider the following example of a bipartite 
graph [McDiarmid, 1979], 
G = (Vi, V2, E) with Vi = {vi,V3,..V2k-l}, 
V2 = {v2»v4,..Vn=2k}» and with edge set 
E = (Vi X V2) - Ui e {2,4,..2k} {(vi-1, vi)}. 
If we use the sequential algorithm on this graph with their natural ordering, we will be 
using k colours, when only two are necessary since G is a bipartite graph. 
^Zk 
Figure 4.2.11. A bad instance for sequential colouring. 
The best known polynomial-time approximation algorithm for graph colouring has a 
performance guarantee of 0(n(log log n)2/(log n)2) [Wigderson, 1983]. Widgerson's 
algorithm combines the heuristics of several other approximation algorithms. 
Moreover, Garey and Johnson [1976] showed that getting an approximate colouring 
to within a factor of 2 to the optimum is itself an NP-complete problem, thereby 
establishing that in a way, graph colouring is more difficult than the traveling salesman 
problem. 
4.3. Local search. 
Local search, which has already been discussed for problems in P in a previous 
chapter, is also a useful approach for handling NP-hard optimisation problems. 
We consider now a class of local search algorithms for the traveling salesman 
problem. Initial feasible solutions can easily be found for this problem by using any 
permutation of the vertices. Moreover, the cost of a feasible solution can easily be evaluated 
by summing the cost of the edges in the tour. 
A class of neighbourhoods for local searching is the k-change neighbourhood [Lin, 
1965]. From a given feasible tour TQ, we move into another feasible and strictly better tour 
by considering the neighbourhood defined by replacing k edges in TQ with k edges not in 
TQ. Figure 4.3.1 [adapted from Savage, 1976] shows the k-change neighbours for the 4-
vertex and 5-vertex complete graphs. Note that for an n-vertex complete graph in the 
symmetric case of the TSP, there are (l/2)(n-l)! distinct feasible tours, that is, tours 
obtained by rotations and reflections are not included. 
A 
4 ^ 0 
5^0 
A A 
4 ^ 2 
O 
Figure 4.3.1. k-change neighbours ^Tĵ  for n = 4 and n = 5. 
A local search algorithm which is applied to a problem which has local optima may be 
trapped in such a local optimum. Because it looks for a finite improvement of the cuurent 
approximate solution, it cannot get away from the local optimum. This is because the 
neighbourhood in which the search is carried out may not be large enough. 
It would also be useful to be able to compute the probability of obtaining the exact 
solution from a randomly chosen starting point. This probability will of course depend on 
the choice of neighbourhood. We will discuss this probabilistic approach in the next 
section. 
Still, there are several unspecified steps in the general local search algorithm of Figure 
1.1 when applied to an NP-complete optimisation problem. Papadimitriou and Steiglitz 
[1982] summarize these general issues. The choice of the neighbourhood is extremely 
important. For some problems like the TSP, there is an obvious parametric neighbourhood, 
the k-change neighbourhood. Generally, a higher order neighbourhood has a greater 
probability of obtaining the exact solution. There is a trade-off between this probability and 
the order of polynomial complexity. However, this does not always mean that there would 
be an exact local search algorithm with polynomial time complexity per iteration. In fact, 
one result given by Papadimitriou and Steiglitz [1982] states that if P NP there can be no 
exact local search algorithm for the TSP with polynomial complexity per iteration. 
Equally important is the choice of an initial feasible solution. For some problems, an 
easily obtainable feasible solution (like a random permutation of the vertices for the TSP) 
may be sufficient to permit the local search algorithm to find the global optimum. In the 
absence of better information one might try to use a randomly chosen starting point and use 
a random permutation of the vertices. Figure 4.3.2 shows an algorithm for generating a 
random permutation of n objects [Reingold and others, 1977]. For other problems, it may 
be necessary to have an initial feasible solution that is already strong, for example, one that 
has been obtained by a greedy algorithm. The choice of initial feasible solution seems to 
depend a lot on the strength of the neighbourhood, that is, its ability to leave open a 
descending path to the global minimum. 
RANDOM PERMUTATION (v[l..n]): 
begin 
for i := 1 to n-1 do 
swap Vi with Vrandom(i,n); 
(* random(a,b) retums a random integer in the interval [a,b] *) 
end. 
Figure 4.3.2. Generation of a random permutation. 
Another issue is the choice between first improvement and steepest descent. This 
concerns the movement from one feasible solution to another and better feasible solution. In 
the first improvement algorithm we immediately move when we see a better feasible 
solution. In steepest descent algorithms, we search through the entire neighbourhood and 
move to that neighbour which represents the greatest improvement. Naturally, both 
methods have their advantages and disadvantages. One advantage of the first improvement 
algorithm is that it can cope with a dynamically changing neighbourhood without the need 
to search it completely in each iteration. 
For the steepest descent, a trade-off in time exists between the number of iterations to 
reach a local optimum and the time to search the entire neighbourhood at each iteration. 
Still another question to ask is the order in which the neighbourhood would be 
searched. A natural lexicographic ordering may seem obvious, but in first improvement, it 
may be better to randomize the neighbourhood to obtain a randomized local optimum. This 
question does not arise in steepest descent algorithms. 
In lexicographic ordering with first improvement, we have two options to take in 
searching through the next neighbourhood. One option is to restart the search from the first 
element in the lexicographic enumeration, and the second option is circular searching where 
we continue from where we left off in the lexicographic enumeration. For circular search, 
we need to complete a full round in testing for the local optimality of a solution. Circular 
searching seems more reasonable as non-improving neighbours are likely to remain non-
improving in the next iteration. 
Finally, we have a method by which we may reduce the running time. If a lower 
bound of the cost of the exact solution is known a priori, then we terminate the search as 
soon as the cost of any feasible solution equals this lower bound. 
4.4. Probabilistic analysis and randomized algorithms. 
When a graph is used as a model for the behaviour of a system, it is 
then usually necessary to pass on the probability distributions of the random 
variables associated with the system to the graph. Thus, there can be a 
number of models for the concept of a random graph. The efficiency of an 
algorithm on graphs can then be very much affected by the choice of the 
random graph model. We now discuss some possible models of random 
graphs. 
For complete weighted graphs on n vertices, one can assume that the 
weights of every possible edge are n(n-l)/2 random variables [Lueker, 1981 
and Weide, 1980]. These random variables can either be independently 
distributed or not, identically distributed or not and they may be discrete or 
continuous. This class of models may be very practical for problems such as 
the TSP. A random graph which is not complete can be considered a special 
case of this class of models. A popular model of a random graph is one in 
which the random variables (the edge weights) are independent and 
identically BemouUi distributed with respect to a parameter p. That is, every 
possible edge occurs with the same probability p. This is called the constant 
density model [Karp, 1976]. If we restrict ourselves to random bipartite 
graphs G = (L u R, E), we only have ILIIRI random variables. 
The question of which probability distributions we will use should 
both be considered by the model constructor and the algorist. It should not 
be too simple in order to adequately model the situation, but on the other 
hand, it should not be too complicated so as to be amenable to probabilistic 
analysis. In the probabilistic analysis of algorithms, two distinct approaches 
are possible: an analytic approach and an experimental approach. Monte 
Carlo simulation and non-parametric statistical analysis are very useful in 
cases in which a mathematical analysis seems impossible or difficult. 
Methods for the generation of independent random variates from 
important distributions can be found in many texts [see Yakowitz, 1977; 
Mitrani, 1982; and Cook and others, 1982]. Given a cumulative distribution 
function Fx(x) = Prob (X < x) from which we want to obtain random 
variates, and a random variate u coming from the unit uniform distribution, a 
random variate for the random variable X is x = minpx(y) > ^ [y]. An 
alternative general algorithm exists when the probability density function 
(pdf) 
fx(x) = dFx(x)/dx is continuous and is bounded on both sides. The Beta 
density function [Mendenhall and Scheaffer, 1973] is an example of such a 
distribution. The algorithm is described in Figure 4.4.1. 
More efficient random variate generators exist for important 
distributions. Yakowitz [1977] gives special methods for the generation of 
exponential, normal, gamma, beta, and Poisson random variates, most of 
which are based on a theoretical derivation of the distribution of a function of 
random variables. 
RANDOM VARIATE ( fx(x) : continuous pdf which is bounded on both 
sides; Ux, Uy! two sequences of independent unit uniform random variates): 
begin 
fi-ame fx(x) inside a rectangle; 
repeat 
select a random point in the rectangle using an appropriate 
transformation on a pair of random variates 
until the point is below fx(x); 
return (the x-coordinate of the random point) 
end. 
Figure 4.4.1. Generation of random variates. 
He also describes a multivariate normal generator given a particular mean vector |u. 
and variance-covariance matrix L. Multivariate distributions are particularly useful since the 
assumption on the independence of the random variables need not be satisfied. 
Once a model is chosen for the random graph, the graph then becomes a rich source 
for new random variables, whose probability distributions can be determined (at least in 
theory) since they are functions of the original random variables. Alternatively, these 
distributions can be estimated by simulation. For a given optimisation problem, these 
random variables may represent the cost of the optimal solution and the costs of the 
solutions obtained by various greedy and local search algorithms. 
For the graph colouring problem on random n-vertex graphs following the constant 
density model with parameter p, let %(n, p) be the optimal number of colours (the 
chromatic number), and let S(n, p) be the number of colours used by the sequential 
heuristic. Grimmett and McDiarmid [1975] showed that for every e > 0, 
%(n, p) > (1-e) n / (2 logi/(i.p) n), and 
S(n, p) < (1+e) n / (logi/(i.p) n), (almost everywhere). 
Thus, the sequential heuristic has a performance guarantee of 2+e (almost everywhere). 
Another application of probability theory in the design of algorithms is in the use of 
randomized algorithms. For some heuristics, there are arbitrary steps for which some 
randomization is usually called for. In the greedy sequential colouring algorithm for 
example, the ordering of the vertices may be critical. For a given instance of the graph 
colouring problem, we could find (theoretically or experimentally) the distribution of the 
number of colours required by the algorithm by applying it to several randomly chosen 
permutations of the vertices. We could then take the best as our estimate for the chromatic 
number of the given graph instance. 
For another example, the local search algorithm has many steps in which 
randomization may be used. Firstly, there is the choice of the initial feasible solution. As 
an alternative to the use of an initial feasible solution obtained through a greedy heuristic, 
one could use several random initial feasible solutions, and again take the best of these 
several trials. Secondly, one could also make several random subtrials by randomizing the 
order in which the neighbourhood would be searched when we use the first improvement 
policy. This can be modeled to a certain extent by probability theory. Let Xj, X2,.. Xj be 
the random variables associated to the costs of the solutions obtained by a local search 
algorithm on t random trials, and F^Cx) be the common cumulative distribution function, 
that is, the random variables are identically distributed. With independent trials the random 
variable Xj^j^ = min^ = ^ j [XJ has a cumulative distribution function [Mendenhall and 
Scheaffer, 1973] F^mmî min) = 1 - d - Fx(x))t. 
This principle was employed by Lin [1965] for his analysis of a local search 
algorithm related to the k-change heuristic for the TSP. In particular, he noted that among 
several local search algorithms, one should select the one which maximizes the probability 
P = 1 - (1 - Pi)ti, where pj is the probability that algorithm^ yields the exact solution, and 
ti is the number of random trials one could make using algorithm^ given a fixed amount of 
time. Lin found through experimentation that among the class of k-change local search 
algorithms for the TSP, using the choice k = 3 maximizes this probability. That is, 
although the 4-change local search algorithm may produce the global optimum more 
frequently than the 3-change algorithm, the difference is not large enough to warrant the 
additional time required for the search of a larger neighbourhood. 
The assumption about the independence of the trials may be convenient in the 
probabilistic analysis of algorithms, but in some cases the use of dependent trials gives 
A1 
better results. One usually observes some common features among several local optima 
produced by the trials. One could then make several additional trials in which these 
common features are immediately fixed, randomizing only the different features. This is 
called reduction [Lin, 1965]. In the TSP for example, the edges which occur very 
frequently in the locally optimal tours may be fixed while searching for a better solution. 
However, at the other extreme, there is also the concept of denial [Papadimitriou and 
Steiglitz, 1982], in which these common features are denied while searching for a better 
feasible solution. The argument is that the search may be trapped into a non-global 
solution because of these very tempting common features. 
Local search can thus be modeled by a graph in which the vertices correspond to 
feasible solutions and the edges represent the property of a feasible solution being a 
neighbour of another with respect to some neighbourhood used. The vertices are 
weighted, the weights being the cost of the feasible solution. For convenience, we draw 
the graph along an axis in such a way that the vertices which have a common weight are 
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Vertices correspond to feasible solutions 
and an edge (u,v) exists if u and v are 
neighbours with respect to some neighbourhood. 
Figure 4.4.2. A model of local search. 
In this model a vertex represents a local optimum if it has no neighbours which are 
lower in the representation, and a global optimum is a local optimum which is drawn 
lowest. The graph is regular if the neighbourhood size is constant for all feasible solutions 
and all neighbours are feasible solutions. The vertices are weighted in another scale. This 
time the weights fy(v) represent the probability of that feasible solution being selected as 
the initial one for the local search algorithm. To those edges of each vertex u which 
connect it to lower neighbours we also assign weights f(y y)((u,v)). These weights 
correspond to the probability of that neighbour being reached from the source vertex u. 
Define an (s,t)-descending path to be a path in which s is any vertex in the vertex set, t is a 
vertex representing a local optimum. All edges in the path exist in the graph and are 
descending in the diagram. The cost of a descending path is the product of the weights of 
the edges in the descending path. Furthermore, we let the reachability set R(t) of a local 
optimum t be the set of vertices that are in some descending path (dpath) terminating in t. 
In this model, the probability that we reach the t^ local optimum is equal to 
fv(t) + Su e R(t) fv(u) SaU dpaths(u.t) cost(dpath(u,t)). 
A difficulty arising from this approach is in the choice of the optimal sample size. 
Given the following: 
(1) an instance of a local search graph G = (V, E) with V representing the feasible 
solutions and E describing the neighbourhood, 
(2) a cost function representing the costs of the feasible solutions 
c : V Real Numbers, 
(3) a uniform probability function fv(v) = 1 / IVI, 
(4) a set of uniform probability functions 
f(u,v)((u,v)) = 1 / l{v: (u,v) e E and c(u) < c(v))l, for all u e V, 
(5) a prescribed probability q in the interval [0,1], 
the question is, what is the minimum sample size of initial solutions so that the probability 
is q or greater we will reach a global optimum using local search? 
Although this problem arises only in theory as the cost function c can only be 
estimated, an efficient algorithm for its solution would still be very helpful in designing 
randomized local search algorithms. 
As an example, we consider a 5-vertex instance of the symmetric TSP. Figure 4.4.3 
shows the distance matrix and Figure 4.4.4 illustrates the instance of the local search graph 
using the 2-change neighbourhood. 
Figure 4.4.3. A symmetric instance of a 5-vertex TSP. 
We can see from this local search graph that there are two local optima (tours 9 and 
12) one of which (tour 12) is the global optimum. If we use only one random initial feasible 
solution under the first-improvement and random ordering policies, the probability that we 
eventually reach the global optimum is (10/12) + (l/12)(4/5) = 0.90. Using two not 
necessarily distinct random initial feasible solutions on the other hand increases this 
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Figure 4.4.4. The local search graph for the TSP instance. 
4.5. Consideration of special and related cases. 
Still another approach in the handling of NP-hard optimisation problems is to 
consider separately the special cases in which either 
(1) the problem becomes polynomial-time solvable, in which case, one then tries to 
formulate an efficient algorithm for it, or 
(2) the problem remains NP-hard, but reasonably good heuristics for its approximate 
solution can be found. 
The use of this approach is best demonstrated in the problems which can be 
formulated as integer linear programming problems. Integer linear programming can be 
formulated as follows [Papadimitriou and Steiglitz, 1982]. 
Minimize: c'x, subject to the constraints Ax = b, x > 0, and x integer; where x is the 
n X 1 vector of unknowns, A is an m x n matrix of constants, b is an m x 1 vector of 
constants, c is an n x 1 vector of constants representing the costs, and 0 is the n x 1 null 
vector. 
This general integer linear programming problem is NP-complete. However, when 
the integer constraint is discarded, that is, when we have the linear programming problem, 
this special case becomes polynomial-time solvable. It should be noted that the simplex 
algorithm for linear programming is not a polynomial-time algorithm (it is a local search 
algorithm which can have exponential time complexity in the worst case but is very efficient 
in most cases), but other polynomial-time algorithms exist for the solution of linear 
programming problems, for example, the ellipsoid algorithm of Khachian (or Shor-
Khachian) [Papadimitriou and Steiglitz, 1982]. 
One interesting result in the formulation of graph-theoretic combinatorial problems as 
integer linear programming problems is that in some special cases they become polynomial-
time solvable even if the number of constraints m is an exponential function of the size of 
the graph. This is illustrated in the formulation of the minimum spanning tree problem as a 
integer linear programming problem as shown below. Note that for a complete graph on n 
vertices, we will have a total of - 1 - n + n(n-l) constraints. Actually, there are more 
constraints involved if we replace the inequalities in the first set of constraints by equalities 
to conform with the standard format used through the introduction of slack and surplus 
variables. 
MST = minimize Ejj ^ y WyXy such that 
(1) Sj ; Xji < k-1, for all pairs i,j in vertex subsets S of V of size k, 2 < k < n-1, xl J 
(no cycles exist) 
^ J e V Xij = n-1, (n-1 edges in the tree). 
(2) Xjj > 0, for all pairs i,j G V, 
(3) Xij integer, for all pairs i,j G V. 
In contrast, integer programming can remain NP-complete even if the number of 
constraints is only a polynomial function of the size of the graph as shown by the 
formulation of TSP as an integer programming problem. 
TSP = minimize Zjj ^ y dyXy such that 
(1) ^ i j - II» tour consists of n edges) Ej Xy = 1, for all j g V, 
^k = 1» for all j G V, (all vertices are visited exactly once), 
(2) Xij > 0, for all i,j g V, 
(3) XIJ integer, for all i,j G V. 
As we have seen, there are several good heuristics for the TSP so that this special 
case is in a sense easier than the general integer programming problem. 
Garey and Johnson [1979] note that the recognition of special and general cases of 
NP-complete and polynomial-time solvable problems is an important research problem in its 
own right. One could investigate to what extent a polynomial-time solvable problem can be 
generalized while maintaining polynomial-time solvability, and conversely, how much an 
NP-complete problem can be restricted and still remain NP-complete [Garey and others, 
1976]. 
Johnson [1983] gives credit to the work of the Mathematisch Centrum in Amsterdam 
for being scientific in their investigation of scheduling problems. The Centrum started by 
defining a partial order on a set of open problems, then wrote a computer program that 
would accept as input a subset of this set of problems which are newly classified as to being 
in P or NP-hard. Using the partial order, some of the open problems could then be 
classified automatically following the two rules: 
(1) Pi < P2 and P2 is in P implies Pi is in P; and 
(2) Pi < P2 and Pj is NP-hard implies P2 is NP-hard. 
A natural question arises from this method of computer-aided complexity 
classification of open problems having a partial-order. What is the smallest subset S of this 
set OPEN of open problems such that if the open problems in S are resolved, then all the 
problems in OPEN would also be resolved? Unfortunately, the Centrum was able to prove 
that this problem, (Johnson [1983] calls it the minimum complete research problem), is also 
NP-complete. 
Sensitivity analysis is also a possible approach to the solution of a problem which is 
closely related to another problem that has already been solved. The differences may be due 
to changes in vertex and edge weights, or to the addition or deletion of edges and vertices. 
This approach is particularly useful in practical problems where changes are likely to occur. 
If we could afford the time to make an exhaustive search for the initial problem, we 
hopefully would not need the same amount of time to update the optimal solution for a 
closely related problem. This approach was used by Spira and Pan [1975] for some 
polynomial-time solvable problems, but it may still be useful in approximation algorithms 
for some NP-hard problems. 
4.6. Parallel algorithms. 
With the advent of very large-scale integration (VLSI) technology which reduced 
hardware costs and made it possible to build large scale parallel architectures, it is not 
surprising that combinatorial optimisation problems are now investigated for the possibility 
of parallel processing. It should be pointed out, however, that unless P = NP, an 
exponential number of processors are necessary to solve an NP-complete problem in 
polynomial-time [Kung, 1980], This may be bad in theory, but in practice, any significant 
reduction in speed through parallel processing would be of great use. 
Parallelism may be exploited at several levels. At the lowest level, finding sums, 
products, minima, and maxima can all be done in 0(log n) time using n processors. Paige 
and Kruskal [1985] give algorithms for such associative binary operations. Without loss of 
generality, we consider the problem of finding the minimum element in a vector of integers. 
MINIMUM (v[l..n]): begin 
for i := 0 to Llog2 n j do 
for j := 1 to n step do in parallel 
if (j + 2i) < n then Vj := min [vj, Vj+2i]; 
return (vi) 
end. 
Figure 4.6.1. Parallel algorithm for finding the minimum. 
On a higher level parallelism may be introduced in polynomial-time solvable 
subproblems of approximation algorithms of NP-hard problems. For insta^^ce, 
Christofides' approximation algorithm for the TSP requires finding the minimum spanning 
tree and constructing a Eulerian tour. Fortunately, there are parallel algorithms for these 
subproblems [Kwan and Ruzzo, 1984; Quinn and Yoo, 1984; Levitt and Kautz, 1972; and 
Atallah and Vishkin, 1984]. Parallel algorithms for the polynomial-time solvable shortest 
path problem can be found in Paige and Kruskal [1985] and Chandy and Misra [1982]. An 
approximation algorithm itself may be implemented on parallel computers. Quinn and Yoo 
[1984] give a parallel version of the farthest insertion heuristic for the TSP. 
The structure of branch-and-bound algorithms particularly matches a class of parallel 
algorithm tree structures [Kung, 1980]. Under a hierarchical system of head and staff 
processors, the head processor could have the function of managing a priority queue of the 
vertices in the search tree that are not yet feasible solutions, infeasible problems, or ignored 
problems due to bounding. It then keeps sending the first p jobs in the queue to the p staff 
processors for further branching, and the new vertices arising from these branching 
operations are then assigned in the priority queue. A similar approach is possible for local 
search algorithms. The head processor could keep track of p non-locally optimal feasible 
solutions, and send these feasible solutions to the p staff processors for neighbourhood 
investigation. The algorithm terminates when a reasonable number of local optima has been 
found. 
Johnson [1983] notes that the theory of NP-completeness and parallel processing 
have an unusual relationship. Parallel processing can speed up the solution of NP-complete 
optimisation problems to a limited extent, but its optimal implementation is somehow 
hindered by the existence of NP-complete parallel processing-related problems. These 
problems concern the design, scheduling, routing, linking, and reliability testing of parallel 
algorithms and hardware. 
5. Case study: minimum edge crossings in 
bipartitioned drawings of bipartite graphs. 
In representing bipartite graphs in a diagram, it is usually more convenient and 
understandable to position the two vertex sets along two parallel lines and the edges drawn 
as straight lines between the vertices they connect. In this representation the graph may have 
too many edge crossings so that the original objective of having a neat representation is not 
satisfied. It may be possible to rearrange the vertices in each subset so as to produce a 
drawing with fewer edge crossings, but unfortunately, the problem of finding an ordering 
which minimises number of edge crossings is NP-complete [Johnson, 1982]. This problem 
occurs wherever layered networks need to be graphically represented, for instance, in VLSI 
design. 
This problem is more difficult than it seems at first sight. Eades and others [1986] 
showed that even the restricted version of reordering only the vertices in one side is also 
I^-complete. 
We have the following definitions. A bipartitioned drawing (or simply a drawing) of 
a bipartite graph G = (L u R, E) is an ordered pair of one-to-one ordering functions (1, r), 
where 1 [r] is of type 1 [r] : L [R] ^ {1,2,..,ILI[IRI]). An edge crossing is a pair of edges 
(u,v) and (w,x) in E, such that l(u) < l(w) and r(v) > r(x). The number of edge crossings 
(NEC) in a bipartitioned drawing is the number of edge pairs that cross. A bipartitioned 
drawing (IQ, r) where we fix r, is left-optimal if for all bipartitioned drawings (Ij, r), 
NEC((lo, r)) < NEC((li, r)). An analogous definition holds for a right-optimal drawing. A 
drawing is optimal if it is both left and right optimal. 
In this study, we investigate a greedy heuristic and a class of local search algorithms 
for minimizing the number of edge crossings by reordering only one side (without loss of 
generality, the left side) of the drawing. Specifically, our objective is to see if this class of 
local search algorithms is strong enough by comparing the results on the number of 
crossings, and to see if it is necessary to have a good initial feasible solution in using the 
local search algorithms through the use of the greedy heuristic. 
Eades and Kelly [1985?] proposed several heuristics for obtaining near left-optimal 
drawings. Two of these, the median heuristic and greedy switching, are particularly 
interesting for a number of reasons. The median heuristic has a performance guarantee of 
producing a solution at most three times the minimum number of crossings [Eades and 
Wormald, 1986]. This guarantee may not be very attractive but it could serve as a starting 
point. The greedy switching heuristic on the other hand, is actually a local search algorithm. 
It tries, at each iteration, to exchange any two adjacent vertices in the drawing, and make it 
the new feasible solution if it has a lesser number of crossings. We generalize this greedy 
switching into a greedy k-switch local search in which we are allowed to switch any m < k 
adjacent vertices in the drawing. The two algorithms are shown below. 
MEDIAN (G, r): 
(* Without loss of generality, we could assume that G has no isolated vertices *) 
begin 
for each u e L do 
begin 
N(u) := {r(vi), r(v2),.. r(vk)}; 
(* N(u) is the neighbourhood of u mapped 
by the ordering function r *) 
med(u) := the median of the elements of N(u) 
(* if r(vi) < r(v2).. < r(vk) then 
med(u) = r(vm) where m = [k/2J *) 
end; 
1 := an ordering such that l(u) < l(w) => med(u) < med(w); 
return (1) 
end. 
Figure 5.1. The median greedy heuristic. 
K-SWrrCH LOCAL SEARCH (G, r, k): 
begin 
start with any feasible ordering 1; 
while possible do 
begin 
switch (or rotate, if k > 3) any m < k adjacent vertices with respect to 1 
such that a few number of edge crossings result; 




Figure 5.2. The k-switching local search algorithm. 
Figure 5.3 illustrates how these approximation algorithms could minimize the number 
of edge crossings in a bipartitioned drawing. 
Drawing A Drawing B Drawing C 
(5 crossings) (4 crossings) (2 crossings) 
2-switch from A 3-switch from B 
and a median 
drawing 
Figure 5.3. Three drawings of a bipartite graph. 
In the simulation experiments we compare the results of the number of edge crossings 
on (50 * 9) random graphs on ILI = IRI = 30 vertices under the constant density model, with 
probabilities of edge occurence p = 0.1 to 0.9 at increments of 0.1, using a number of 
combinations of the approximation algorithms. For each random graph we have three trials 
of the 2-switch local search using three random permutations of L, two trials of the 3-
switch local search using two random permutations of L, a median drawing, the median 
drawing followed by the 2-switch local search and finally the median drawing followed by 
the 3-switch local search. We also include for comparison a random drawing using a 
random permutation of L, the best of the three 2-switch local search drawings, the best of 
the two 3-switch local search drawings and a non-trivial lower bound formulated by Eades 
and Kelly [1985?]. 
This lower bound is based on the ILI x ILI crossing matrix C = [c^wl which is defined 
as 
Cuw = l{ {(u,v),(w,x)} a subset of E such that r(v) > r(x))l, 
for all u w € L, and 
"UU = 0, for all u E L. 
The lower bound is then defined as 
(1/2) Eu,, min [c^^, c ^ J . 
Figure 5.4 shows the general structure of the simulation experiments. 
Random Graph Generator 
( | L | = | R | = 3 0 , p = 0 . 1 ( 0 . 1 ) 0 . 9 ) 
rawing 
(CowerN B o u n ^ 
- s w i t c h ^ . 
\Local Searc^ 
Figure 5.4. Outline of the simulation experiment. 
The results, expressed as the mean (of 50 trials) of the ratios with respect to this 
lower bound (in percentages rounded to two decimal places) are shown in Figure 5.5. 
probability of edge occurence (p) 
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m.rdx3 103.66 100.25 100.08 100.04 100.02 100.01 100.00 100.00 100.00 
rmd 107.04 104.23 103.16 102.53 101.91 101.49 101.28 101.04 100.88 
rmdx2 103.26 100.96 100.31 100.13 100.07 100.04 100.02 100.00 100.00 










= random drawing 
= random drawing followed by 2-switch 
local search 
= minimum of three rdx2's 
= random drawing followed by 3-switch 
local search 
= minimum of two rdx3's 
= random drawing followed by median heuristic 
= rmd followed by 2-switch local search 
= rmd followed by 3-switch local search 
Figure 5.5. Results of simulation experiments. 
A subset of the raw data (number of edge crossings) were also subjected to statistical 
analysis to find out whether the differences are significant. From a preliminary survey most 
of the distributions of the number of edge crossings were found to be far from normal. 
Therefore, the nonparametric Wilcoxon test [Siegel, 1956 and Roscoe, 1969] for two-
related samples was used instead of the restrictive t-test. Figure 5.6 summarizes the results 









rdx2.1 rdxS.l imd rmdx2 nndx3 P 
* * * * * * * * * * 0.1 
* * * * * * * * * * 0.2 
* * * * * * * * * * 0.3 
* * * * * * * * * * 0.4 
* * * * * * * * * * 0.5 
* * * * * * * * * * 0.6 
* * * * * * * * * * 0.7 
* * * * * * * * * * 0.8 
* * * * * * * * * * 0.9 
rdx2.1 rdx3.1 imd rmdx2 rmdx3 P 
* * * * * * * * 0.1 
* * * * * * * * 0.2 
* * * * * * * * 0.3 
* * * * * * * * 0.4 
* * * * ns * * 0.5 
* * * * ns * * 0.6 
* * * * ns * * 0.7 
* * * * ns * * 0.8 
* * * * ns * * 0.9 
rdx2.1 rdxS.l imd rmdx2 imdxS P 
* * ns * 0.1 
* * * * ns 0.2 
* * * * * * 0.3 
* * * * * * 0.4 
* * * * ns 0.5 
* * * * * * 0.6 
* * * * ns 0.7 
* * * * ns 0.8 
* * * * ns 0.9 
rdx2.1 rdxS.l imd nndx2 rmdxS P 
* * * * 0.1 
** * * 0.2 
** * * 0.3 
* * * * 0.4 
* * * * 0.5 
* * * * 0.6 
* * * * 0.7 
* * * * 0.8 
* * * * 0.9 
Figure 5.6. (Continued on next page). 



















Figure 5.6. Results of statistical analysis ("**" means significantly different at a 
99% level of confidence; means significantly different at a 95% level of 
confidence; and "ns" means not significantly different). 
From these experiments it seems that at least for the constant density model with ILI = 
IRI = 30 the median heuristic by itself is only good for sparse bipartite graphs with p < 0.1. 
When p becomes larger the 2-switch local search algorithm quickly becomes more efficient 
than the median drawing. The 3-switch local search algorithm consistently gives a better 
drawing. Moreover, there is evidence that a median initial feasible solution is only 
necessary for sparse to moderate graphs with p < 0.6 when using the 2-switch local search 
algorithm. For denser graphs starting with a random drawing produces better results than 
when starting with a median drawing. A similar result holds for the 3-switch local search 
algorithm but the critical probability value is at p = 0.2. 
Finally, the drawing obtained by taking the minimum of three 2-switch drawings 
initiated by random drawings becomes better than the drawing obtained by a single 2-switch 
drawing initiated by a median drawing for graphs as sparse as p = 0.3. A similar result 
holds for the minimum of two 3-switch drawings for graphs as sparse as p = 0.2. 
6. Summary and a possible extension for future 
work. 
The use of local search algorithms for both polynomial-time solvable and NP-hard 
problems have been discussed. Dual problems play an important role in establishing the 
global optimality in local search algorithms for polynomial-time solvable problems. For 
NP-hard problems, local search can be considered as a promising approach for constructing 
approximate solutions, specially in conjunction with other approaches such as greedy 
algorithms, probabilistic analysis, and parallel computation. 
A possible extension to this study is to investigate further Solow's conjecture by 
applying it to those problems which are near the assumed boundary between P and NP-
complete problems. One such case is the minimum edge crossing problem when the 
bipartite graph is restricted to a tree. Eades and others [1986] give a polynomial-time 
algorithm for creating crossing-free drawings for a particular class of trees called 
caterpillars. They define a caterpillar as a tree in which there is one path which contains all 
vertices of degree greater than one. 
They proved that a necessary and sufficient condition for a drawing of a bipartite 
graph to be crossing-free is for it to be a collection of caterpillars. A version of their 
algorithm and its description are shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2. 
CATERPILLARS (G: a collection of catterpilars): 
begin 
for (each connected component C of G) do 
begin 
P := the longest path between 
all vertex pairs of C; 
(* P = (uo, ui , . . Up) *) 
make a crossing-free drawing of P; 
for (each vertex Ui e P) do 
if (degree(ui) > 2) then 
for (each vertex Vy adjacent to Uj) do 




Figure 6.1. Algorithm for crossing-free drawings of collections of caterpillars. 
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Figure 6.2. A caterpillar and the crossing-free drawing. 
It seems possible that with local search, this algorithm could be extended to obtain 
globally optimal drawings of trees. Median drawings may be a good choice for the 
neighbourhood, but a dual problem is yet to be found. 
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